	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

Where Does the Money Go? A Look at Five 2012 Ballot Initiatives
As part of our ongoing analysis of ballot initiatives in California, Forward Observer
recently	
  estimated	
  maximum budgets for both “yes” and “no” campaigns, based on
what successful campaigns had spent in 2012 and 2010.
But no matter the budget, how should campaigns allocate their budgets across key
functions?
Forward Observer examined expenditure reports on file with the Secretary of State for
each of the five business-funded ballot initiative campaigns in the 2012 cycle – No on 29,
No on 30, Yes on 32, Yes on 33, and No on 37. These initiatives spent a total of $199.1
million on 162 vendors. Based on campaign self-reporting and our own research, we
categorized each vendor and tallied spending by campaign function. (A summary of the
initiatives and their outcomes is provided on the final page of this brief.)
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As the above chart shows, 91cents out of every dollar spent by the five business-funded
initiative campaigns went to advertising or direct mail. Digging deeper into the data, we
came up with additional findings and insights:
Initiative Committees Spent Less Than 1% on Digital Campaign Firms
A total of nine online or digital campaign firms reported receiving $1.9 million for
services provided to the five business-funded ballot initiative campaigns in 2012. (A full
list of these firms is below.) That sum is less than 1 percent of the total spent by these
campaigns.

The nine firms include those identified in official campaign expenditure reports as
“online” or “web” consultants, as well as those which we identified as primarily digital
campaign consultants through our own research.
However, the $1.9 million total does not include online ad spending that is not
specifically itemized by a vendor in expenditure reports. Media placement vendors
identified digital advertising costs alongside radio, television and cable advertising costs
in five out of approximately 250 filings. However, these filings did not specify the
amount dedicated to each advertising medium – based on the information available it is
impossible to determine the amount spent on online advertising.
Still, the $1.9 million sum is less than 1 percent of the total spent by these campaigns –
and well below the amount that the campaigns spend on law firms ($2.7 million).
Budgets Must Change as Voters Shift Online
Of course, the media landscape is changing – and so is voter behavior. “This is likely the
last ballot initiative cycle where digital campaign budgets will be at a this level,” predicts
Lara Aulestia, Senior Director of Business Development for Resonate, a digital media
firm that pioneered values-based targeting of voters and consumers. We project that over
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time ballot committees will come closer to spending 20% of their total voter contact
budget in online activity, which is roughly the proportion corporate clients are spending
now on digital consumer marketing.”
According to a Resonate survey released in early 2013, the war over voters is
increasingly being fought in digital battlefields.

“The vast majority of California voters are now online, and are specifically embracing
digital media as a source of political news and political discussion,” said Michael Horn,
Vice President of Research at Resonate. “With 85% of California voters responding that
they have at least one active social media account, and one in five voters saying they
specifically use social media to discuss issues or politics, the non-wired voter is an
endangered species.”
Initiative Campaigns Must Invest in Research and Economic Analysis in Order to Be
Competitive Online
There is a strong connection between digital media and economic or issue research. A
successful digital campaign requires a constant flow of interesting information – quotes,
pictures, facts, charts, and economic analysis. Yet the five business-funded initiative
campaigns we analyzed spent relatively little on economists or research.
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“In any advocacy effort, an effective digital campaign is fueled by content,” said
Aulestia. “Research drives the high-impact content that digital campaigns use to push a
given agenda or idea. That means clients must continue to invest in robust economic
analysis, issue research, coalitions and earned media as they grow their digital
operations.”
No on 37 (the successful campaign against labeling GMO food) spent a total of $138,000
on economic analysis and research, and No on 29 (the successful campaign against
increased cigarette taxes) spent a total of $172,000 – in both cases less than half a percent
of the campaign’s total budget. That said, the other three campaigns spent much less on
research – no more than $25,000 each – while Yes on 32 spent nothing at all.
Our prior analysis showed one impact of this under-investment in economics and other
research: the 2012 ballot pamphlet provided only very incidental arguments and facts
based on economics – a missed opportunity for a state still struggling to emerge from a
recession.
The bottom line: the digitization of modern initiative campaigns is beginning and will
accelerate. Ballot committees must reassess how resources are allocated. To compete in
the modern era of voter persuasion, funds should shift from television, radio and direct
mail to digital campaigns – and the economic analysis, issues research and polling
research functions that support them.
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Forward Observer accessed online campaign records on file with the California
Secretary of State for the ballot initiatives listed above, and classified expenditures by
function.
Media Buys: Committee expenditure reports filed with the California Secretary of State
do not conclusively outline specific aspects of digital and website expenses, including
online advertising buys. Therefore, this analysis has combined all “media buys” – TV,
radio, print, online – into a single category.
Consultants: Similarly, the expenditure reports do not provide specific information
related to the function of each vendor. Therefore, this analysis cannot conclusively
quantify the specific amounts spent on different campaign consultant functions (i.e., PR /
Earned Media, Campaign Strategy / Management, Digital Strategy, etc.). This analysis
has combined all of these consultant functions into a single category.
Other: All reports included expenditures that did not specifically align with a major
category in the analysis. These expenditures included costs related to petitioning,
accounting, fundraising, campaign paraphernalia, offices and office expenses.
Contributions: The only expenditures not included in the analysis were campaign
contributions from one committee to another committee or political cause. For example,
one No on 30 committee donated nearly $11M to another No on 30 committee. These
campaign contributions were not included in order to refrain from counting the
expenditure twice – once as a contribution and again as campaign-related expenditures.
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